Evidence for a novel rheumatoid arthritis susceptibility locus on chromosome 6p.
To investigate whether the large linkage peak on chromosome 6p harbors rheumatoid arthritis (RA) susceptibility loci in addition to the well-characterized HLA-DRB1 gene. DNA samples obtained from 377 UK RA affected sibling pair (ASP) families, comprising test (181 ASPs) and replication (196 ASPs) cohorts, were used for linkage analysis. Three hundred eighty-four patients with RA derived from a subset of 192 ASPs were compared with a panel of 288 unrelated healthy controls for association studies. Samples were genotyped for 35 microsatellites and 25 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). In the test cohort, the maximum logarithm of odds (LOD) score was obtained over D6S1260 (LOD 7.1). Evidence for linkage to the telomeric portion of the peak was increased in subsets of ASPs in which both individuals had erosive disease or both carried 2 copies of the shared epitope. HLA-A, HLA-DRB1, and 8 additional markers showed evidence of linkage in the presence of association with RA (using the extended transmission disequilibrium test [ETDT]). The positive ETDT result for 2 adjacent markers (D6S1665 and 210901-4) mapping to the telomeric end of the linked region ( approximately 11 Mb from DRB1) was replicated (for D6S1665) in the second cohort of ASPs. Haplotypic overtransmission of pairwise combinations between D6S1665*7 and 210901-4*4 was identified through the TDTPhase program. Multipoint conditional analysis showed this effect to be independent of HLA-DRB1. SNP-based association studies of the region identified a 4-marker haplotype in the DEK gene that was significantly associated with RA (P = 0.009). Evidence has been presented for an RA susceptibility locus mapping under the linkage peak on 6p, 11 Mb telomeric of HLA-DRB1. Preliminary association data implicate the gene DEK.